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Pop Quiz: Can you name all 10 brands of Legrand | AV in 30
seconds? See the video below.

News You Can Use

Now you can get The Download any time you
want it. The Download landing page has all the
newest product and marketing information.

Show me The Download >>

Top Tools

Take rack design to the 3rd dimension: try our new
3D design tool that lets you design your rack
systems in 3D.

Start Designing >>

Product Buzz

Koncīs™ Monitor Arms: elegantly designed with
enhanced ergonomics to ensure optimal productivity
no matter where you are working.
Watch it in action >>

Vaddio customer? The free Vaddio Deployment Tool
version 1.5.0 adds Video Preview functionality.
Available May 24th.

Show me more >>

Ideal for most Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
environments, compatible with HuddleSHOT and
other USB 3.0 conferencing cameras-
It’s our new USB 3.2 type C to A Active
Optical Cable >>

Market Mentions

Hybrid Workforce: Welcome back to the conference
room. 7 new solutions for hybrid teams.
Explore solutions >>

Government: Six reasons why AV furniture design
matters- making your systems more reliable.

Learn more >>

Education: Our biggest Education eMagazine EVER:
100+ pages of ideas for navigating the technology
mix in both K-12 and Higher Education

Show me the eMagazine >>

Watch This

Can you name 10 brands of Legrand | AV in 30
seconds?
Watch video >>

Training

Emerging Technologies That Will Change the Future
of AV: Examine the emerging technologies and
applications in the AV industry and learn how to
future-proof your systems and designs. (1 CTS, 1
AIA, 1 BICSI)
Show me the course >>

#Trending

Top Social Post: Each of our individual stories
started at different times for different reasons, but
the journey unites us. Together, as Legrand | AV we
connect and transform the world.

Watch the video >>

#LegrandAV #UnitedbyPurpose #Innovation
#AVTech

Feedback

Love it or leave it? Answer one question about your
experience with The Download.

Tell us what you think >>

C2G | Chief | Da-Lite | Luxul 
Middle Atlantic | Vaddio | Wiremold

The Download

Connect with 
Legrand | AV

C2G | Chief | Da-Lite | Luxul 
Middle Atlantic | Vaddio | Wiremold
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